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[1] We have investigated the inner equatorial plasma sheet plasma pressure evolution
associated with substorm onsets using the five THEMIS spacecraft data during the
2008 tail season. The central plasma sheet thermal pressure is estimated from the thermal
and magnetic pressure based on one dimensional pressure balance. The results show
that for a majority of substorm cases, the plasma pressure enhances after onset earthward
of �12 RE radial distance. On the other hand, the plasma pressure beyond �16 RE shows
a remarkable decrease near onset. During the recovery phase, the pressure gradually
returns to its original level. These results indicate that during the substorm expansion
phase, the current wedge usually expands to the region tailward of �16 RE with the inner
edge earthward of this radial distance. The pressure increase earthward of�12 RE could be
associated with an increase of cross-tail current, though this is not necessarily so due to the
nontail-like magnetic field geometry after dipolarization. For a minority of cases, the
pressure fluctuates without net change or reduces at �11 RE. During these events, the
ground magnetic perturbations and the estimated center of the westward electrojet extend
further equatorward than for the pressure increase cases. There is also evidence that
aurora breakup occurs further equatorward when there is a pressure reduction, indicating a
more earthward penetration of the plasma sheet. During these cases, the current wedge
represented by pressure reduction is clearly observed earthward to �11 RE. The
relationship between the auroral break up arc, which is believed to map to �10 RE, and
may be associated with a precursor pressure enhancement, and the inner plasma sheet
pressure and current evolution near onset warrants more careful analysis.
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1. Introduction

[2] The plasma sheet pressure and its temporal evolution
is important for the study of plasma sheet dynamics,
especially during substorm periods, since pressure reflects
the evolution of particles, currents, electric fields and energy
density distributions. Observations and data based
models have confirmed that the pressure is generally very
steady during quiet times [e.g., Lui and Hamilton, 1992;
Tsyganenko and Mukai, 2003; Xing et al., 2009]. However,
the temporal evolution of the plasma sheet pressure distri-
butions has not been thoroughly evaluated under disturbed
conditions.
[3] Different models suggest that substorm onset is

initiated in different plasma sheet regions [e.g., Ohtani et
al., 1992; Jacquey et al., 1993; Baker et al., 1996; Lyons et

al., 2003a, 2003b] but all the models place onset earthward
of X � �30 RE. Thus most studies of the substorm related
pressure variation, including the present work, focus on the
region within X � �30 RE. Kistler et al. [1992] case study
found only small changes in total pressure associated
with substorms, with a tendency for pressure to increase
within X � �10 RE and to decrease or not change from X �
�10 to �19 RE. Petrukovich et al. [1999] observed a
variety of pressure behaviors at substorm onset in the
middle tail plasma sheet (X � �20 RE to �30 RE), which
they interpreted in terms of reconnection within the context
of the near-Earth neutral line model [Baker et al., 1996;
Nagai et al., 1998; Angelopoulos et al., 2008]. On the other
hand, the current disruption model suggests that the initia-
tion of substorm current reduction, which is expected to be
associated with a pressure reduction, is located in the near-
Earth magnetotail within 15 RE and even as close as near
geosynchronous orbit [Lui et al., 1988; Jacquey et al., 1991;
Ohtani et al., 1992, 1993]. Analogous pressure reduction is
predicted by the model of Lyons [1995] and Lyons et al.
[2003b], where current wedge formation is suggested to
result from a reduction in the strength of convection. Lyons
et al. [2003b] found a general feature of plasma pressure
reduction from Geotail data at around X = �10 � �13 RE
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due to the reduction of the lower energy particle density in
this region during substorms, which supports the idea of
pressure reduction within the substorm current wedge.
Later, Yamaguchi et al. [2004] found pressure reductions
in the XGSM = �6 RE to �15 RE and YGSM = �8 RE to 8 RE

region associated with the onsets of large substorms, but
pressure increases for smaller substorms. However, they
used the Geotail observations of only <40 keV ions,
whereas the observations by Lyons et al. [2003a] show
substantial increases in >40 keV ion fluxes associated with
two onsets and this increase can strongly affect the varia-
tions in the ion pressure. Resent statistical observations by
Miyashita et al. [2009] has shown that during the substorm
expansion phase, the plasma sheet pressure increases earth-
ward of X � �10 RE associated with dipolarization and
decreases between X � �10 RE and �30 RE with Bz

increases observed as far as X � �25 RE. Their study
shows a pressure increase-decrease boundary at X � �10 �
�12 RE near midnight, the region where Lyons et al.
[2003b] found pressure decrease. These previous studies
do not lead to a clear picture of whether the plasma pressure
in the near-Earth plasma sheet X � �10 to �12 RE

increases or decreases in association with substorm onset,
and whether the cross-tail current reduction associated with
the substorm current wedge [McPherron et al., 1973;
Samson et al., 1992; Voronkov et al., 1999] occurs within
this region.
[4] Auroral activity is another important signature of

the dynamical processes during substorms. It has been
suggested that the substorm current wedge is connected to
the ionospheric westward electrojet by upward and down-
ward field-aligned current [McPherron et al., 1973], and the
westward electrojet associated with initial substorm aurora
brightening is expected to map to the inner plasma sheet
region [Samson et al., 1992; Samson, 1994; Dubyagin et al.,
2003]. Thus it is expected that a plasma pressure reduction,
which is suggested to be related to the cross-tail current
reduction and also represents substorm current wedge
formation, should occur within the inner plasma sheet
earthward of X � �10 RE. However, the region of active
auroral moves rapidly poleward after onset, which suggests
the current reduction region in the plasma sheet moves
rapidly tailward [Jacquey et al., 1991, 1993; Ohtani et al.,
1992], thus the pressure reduction should also be seen well
tailward of X � �10 RE.
[5] To explore the plasma pressure spatial evolution in

the inner and middle plasma sheet during substorm
expansion, we take advantage of multipoint measurements
by the five THEMIS probes, which are distributed from
near geosynchronous orbit to as far as X � �30 RE down
the tail near the equatorial plane during the first THEMIS
tail season. We consider data from the 5 month period when
the probes spend most of their orbit times in the magneto-
tail. Substorm onsets are identified from the THEMIS
ground magnetometer and All-Sky Imagers (ASI) data,
from which information on the magnetosphere-ionosphere
correlation is also gained. To reduce the error of estimating
central plasma sheet thermal pressure from the observations,
we use the simplified estimation formula derived by Xing et
al. [2009] to calculate the equatorial plasma pressure from
the in situ measurements of the thermal and magnetic

pressures as shown in (1), under the assumption of one
dimensional pressure balance in the plasma sheet

PCPS ¼ Pthermal þ ðB2
x þ B2

yÞ=ð2m0Þ: ð1Þ

[6] In section 2, some details about the instrumentation
and data are briefly introduced. In section 3, we discuss the
general signatures of pressure change during substorm
expansion and give some preliminary interpretations. In
section 4, our results and conclusions are summarized.

2. Data Set

[7] THEMIS consists of five identical spacecraft making
measurement of particles and fields near the equatorial
region. The orbit apogees for the probes are r � 9 RE for
THA; r � 12 RE for THD and THE; r � 19 RE for THC
and r � 30 RE for THB [Angelopoulos, 2008]. During
December 2007 and April 2008, the apogees of the five
probes are within the magnetotail and thus the major part of
their orbits sweep the tail. THA, THD and THE were
generally located within the central plasma sheet during
this period, whereas THC and THB were often near the
plasma sheet boundary or within the lobes. The simultaneous
measurements by identical probes at different radial distances
provide an excellent opportunity to evaluate the spatial and
temporal evolution of plasma sheet pressure.
[8] The Electrostatic Analyzer (ESA) and Solid State

Telescope (SST) particle detectors cover the particle energy
range 5 eV to 25 keVand 25 keV to 6 MeV, respectively for
ions, and 5 eV to 30 keVand 25 keV to 1 MeV, respectively,
for electrons [McFadden et al., 2008]. The plasma pressure
(including ion and electron) from both ESA and SST are
calculated directly from the THEMIS software, and the sun
contamination has been removed from SST data by using
the latest developed method by the THEMIS team. (Details
of the method can be found in the examples of the THEMIS
software.) We have used the ground-processed data from
these two instruments, which includes both the ion and
electron pressure. The magnetic field data are taken from
the Fluxgate Magnetometer (FGM) [Auster et al., 2008].

3. Data Analysis

[9] We have collected 34 substorm events with distinct
ground magnetometer perturbations and well-defined aurora
arc brightening followed by poleward expanding breakup
activity during the five months mentioned above for which
the probes THD and THE were located near midnight
(YGSM = �5 to 5 RE) at XGSM = �9 to �12 RE. For some
of the cases, the other three THEMIS probes are lined up
radially with THD and THE near midnight, which provides
an excellent opportunity to evaluate the pressure evolution
at different radial distances simultaneously. Among these
events, 26 events show a substantial pressure increase
associated with the substorm onset earthward of X =
�12 RE. THB or THC are located near midnight tailward
of X = �12 RE for 6 of these events and show a pressure
decrease beyond X � �16 RE at the same time as the
pressure increase is observed further earthward. A pressure
reduction after onset was observed at X � �11 RE for 6 of
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the 34 events and 2 events showed fluctuating pressure
without a substantial net change. In the following we show
examples representing pressure increase and decrease cases,
and suggest a possible significant difference between
the majority of events which show a pressure increase
within X = �12 RE and others together with those given
by Lyons et al. [2003b], which show a pressure decrease or
fluctuations at X � �11 RE.

3.1. Pressure Increase in the Inner Plasma Sheet

[10] We select a case with the five probes lined up near
midnight to cover a wide radial distance range of the plasma
sheet. Figure 1 shows the H component perturbation from
five of the ground magnetometers on the Churchill Line and
three THEMIS ground stations during the time interval
07:30 � 09:30UT on January 29, 2008. The Churchill Line
stations are stacked with the highest latitude station at the
top, and the THEMIS ground station FSIM, FSMI and
INUV at the bottom are to the west. The data show three
substantial perturbations at �07:43UT, �07:52UT,
�08:31UT. The ASI (not shown) observe a brightened
aurora arc followed by poleward moving breakup activity
at FSMI and FSIM for the first perturbation, followed by the
second breakup at FSIM. The ASI at FSMI, FSIM, FYKN
and INUV observe the breakup signature for the third
perturbations. The onset determinations in this paper are
within ±1 min, which is sufficient for our analysis.
[11] Figure 2a shows observations from the three inner

spacecraft during the same time interval as in Figure 1.
Shown are the measured plasma pressure Pth, central plasma
sheet pressure Pcps defined in (1), and the x � y component
of magnetic pressure (the second term in RHS of (1)) in red,
black and blue respectively in the first panel, three compo-
nents of magnetic field (GSM coordinates) in the second
panel, magnetic b (defined as 2m0Pth/(Bx

2 + By
2 + By

2)) in the

Figure 1. The H component of the ground magnetometer
perturbations on Churchill Line and THEMIS ground
FSMI, FSIM, and INUV stations on January 29, 2008.

Figure 2a. The thermal and estimated equatorial plasma
pressure, magnetic field (GSM coordinate), plasma b, total
ion density, flow velocity (GSM coordinate), and energy
spectrogram observed from the THA, THD, and THE listed
in increasing radial distance on January 29, 2008.
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third panel, total ion density in the fourth panel, bulk flow
velocity (GSM coordinates) in the fifth panel, and ion
energy spectrograms in the sixth panel. Pressures, magnetic
field and b are also shown from the two outer probes in
Figure 2b. The substorm onsets are identified by vertical
lines in Figures 2a and 2b. Xing et al. [2009] pointed out
that associated with dipolarization, an extra term related
to magnetic curvature should appear on the right hand
side of (1) (this curvature related term can be specified

as �
R
0
z@Bz

@Bx
Bxdz), which tends to bring corrections to the

estimated central plasma sheet pressure. However, when the
in situ observation is very close to the central plasma sheet,
this curvature term is small enough to be ignored. And when
the field configuration is more stretched than a dipolar field,
it is also ignorable compared to the magnetic pressure. For
most of our events, the three inner probes were fairly close
to the equatorial plane after dipolarization due to the vertical
expansion of the plasma sheet, which can be identified by
Bx much smaller than Bz inside the plasma sheet (b > 1).
Thus (1) is a fair estimation for central plasma sheet
pressure even after dipolarization.
[12] Much short time scale structure can be seen in the

THEMIS observations associated with the onsets. However,
our interest here is the net change in central plasma sheet
pressure associated with the onset, which is the change over
the �10 min interval from a few minutes before the
identified onset to �7–8 min after the onset. The magnetic
b indicates that the three inner probes are located inside the
plasma sheet during the time interval whereas the two outer
ones are mostly in the lobe. For the inner probes, the

pressures in Figure 2a show a sharp increase at THA and
a substantial increase at THD and THE for the first onset.
This pressure enhancement quickly recovers. The second
increase appears shortly after the first one, and THD and
THE observed a larger increase and THA observed a
moderate enhancement. The probes were near the plasma
sheet boundary for about four minutes after the third onset,
however, a large and sustained pressure increase can be seen
after the probes returned to the central plasma sheet.
[13] In addition, a small precursor pressure increase is

seen on THD and THE before the main pressure increase
from the first event, in this case initiating �4 min before the
onset. This precursor has been found in over half of our
substorm events and their duration varies from �2 min to
�6 min. Although the physics of this precursor is not well
understand, we suggest that it may be associated with the
gradual enhancement of the substorm breakup arc that
has been observed a few minutes prior to the dramatic
brightening and breakup of that arc [Lyons et al., 2002]. The
gradually increasing precursor could be associated with a
buildup of the pressure gradient in the plasma sheet, which
would strengthen the divergence of the perpendicular
current in the plasma sheet and lead to an enhancement of
upward field-aligned currents associated with the gradually
enhancing aurora arc.
[14] The magnetic fields on THA, THD and THE show

the typical substorm dipolarization following the three
onsets, and enhanced plasma flows are seen as well. It is
interesting that increased time variation in the magnetic
field structure is seen during the time period of the pressure
precursor, which could be associated with enhanced current

Figure 2b. The thermal and estimated equatorial plasma pressure, magnetic field (GSM coordinate),
and plasma b observed from the THC and THB on January 29, 2008.
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variation. The energy spectrogram plots the flux observed
from both SST (>30 keV at the upper panel) and ESA
(<30 keVat the lower panel) show a precise correspondence
between higher energy particle flux increases and increases
in the pressure. This is consistent with the enhancement in
pressure as the magnetic field dipolarizes. Note that our
event here shows pressure increase, while Lyons et al.
[2003b] showed pressure decreases in the same region.
The total ion density associated with the onset of this event
decreases, which is the same as found by Lyons et al.
[2003b] However, the pressure in our events still show
increase due to the energization.
[15] For these three onsets, the region from X = �8 to
�11 RE shows a large pressure increase during substorm
expansion. However, the observation from the two more
tailward probes in Figure 2b show the opposite behavior
near midnight. Although THC and THB are mostly in the
tail lobe, under the assumption of one dimensional pressure
balance, the central plasma sheet pressure shows the
pressure evolution at the center of the plasma sheet. THC
at X � �18 RE shows a pressure decrease associated with
the three onsets, which is short-lived for the first one and
lasts for about 40 min for the other two. THB at X��29 RE

also shows pressure decreases for the three onsets, though the
decrease for the second onset is observed over the
two minutes prior to the onset. This pressure reduction
is consistent with Machida et al. [2009] observation at
��16 RE, although their pressure reduction is found to start
�4 min before onset.
[16] The other 23 onsets in this category show behavior

which is similar to that for the above onsets for the region
within X � �12 RE. For 5 of these onsets, at least one of
THB and THC is located in the near midnight region
between X � �16 to �29 RE and shows a corresponding
pressure reduction. One of these events is shown in

Figures 3, 4a, and 4b in the same format as Figures 1 and
2a–2b. Figure 3 shows the ground magnetometer H
component perturbation from 07:30UT to 10:30UT on
February 4, 2008. Two ground onsets with well-defined
aurora brightening breakup and poleward expansion are
identified at �07:59UT and 08:37UT (both from ASI at
FSIM and FSMI). From Figure 4a it can be seen that right at
the first onset, the plasma pressure at X � �11 RE slightly
increases, the increase lasting for �20 min before
recovering. A dipolarization and higher energy particle
injection are observed as expected to be associated with
the pressure increase. The ground signatures for the second
onset show long-term perturbations, and the pressure shows
a short duration of enhancement followed by a large and
sustained increase. Figure 4b shows the same quantities
from THC in the tail lobe at X � �18 RE, which can be seen
to have observed pressure decreases after the two onsets.
The second decrease lasts longer than the first one, which is
consistent with the pressure increases in the earthward
region. Thus, for these 26 events, the data indicate
that associated with the pressure increase earthward of
X = �12 RE, the plasma pressure in the region X � �16 RE

to �29 RE decreases near onset.
[17] Based on the assumption of one dimensional

pressure balance, a reduction of cross-tail current is
expected to be associated with the reduction of plasma
pressure in the region between X � �16 RE and �29 RE,
and we expect this reduction to be related to substorm
current wedge formation. However, it is hard to evaluate
the cross-tail current change through the pressure change at
X � �9 RE to �11 RE since the nontail-like magnetic field
geometry prevents application of one dimensional pressure
balance between the plasma sheet and the lobes. Thus the
data suggest that associated with onset, a substorm current
wedge likely connects to the plasma sheet within the region
X � �16 RE to �29 RE. Also there is no direct evidence
from the plasma pressure that the current wedge forms
within the region of X � �9 RE to �11 RE. It is possible
that the pressure build up in this region indicates a
strengthening of cross-tail current; however, when the
magnetic field configuration becomes close to dipolar, a
reduction of cross-tail current could still occur while
plasma pressure increases. Our data shows that the pressure
increase-decrease boundary is typically in the region
between X = �11 RE and �16 RE near midnight, which
is somewhat tailward of the X � �10 RE and �12 RE found
by Miyashita et al. [2009] from a statistical analysis of
observations from a single spacecraft. However, the inner
boundary of pressure reduction for the above events is
clearly tailward of those regions at X � �10 RE and X �
�8 RE where Lyons et al. [2003b] and Lui and Hamilton
[1992], respectively, reported pressure decrease associated
with substorm onset. The earthward extension of the inner
edge of the current wedge cannot be determined from
present data. The current wedge is clearly seen to extend
earthward to the radial distance between X = �11 RE and
�16 RE, which is consistent with Ohtani et al. [1992]
observations that the current reduction starts earthward of
�15 RE. However, the possibility of current reduction
associated with plasma pressure increase between X � �9 RE

to �11 RE would indicate a more earthward extension of the

Figure 3. The H component perturbations of the on
ground magnetometers on February 4, 2008.
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current wedge, as was observed by Lui and Hamilton
[1992] and Jacquey et al. [1991, 1993] to earthward of
��9 RE.
[18] The evolution of cross-tail current could be deter-

mined more precisely if two-dimensional pressure balance
were considered by taking into account the evolution of
plasma pressure and magnetic flux tube volume spacial
gradients. However, this is well beyond the scope of the
current study.

3.2. Pressure Reduction in the Inner Plasma Sheet

[19] As mentioned earlier, 8 out of 34 substorm onsets
considered here are found to not be associated with a
pressure increase at X � �11 RE, 6 showing a clear
pressure decrease and 2 not having an identifiable pressure
change. Figure 5 shows the ground magnetometer H
perturbation during 07:00 � 10:00UT on February 29,
2008. Two onsets are identified in Figure 5. The strongest
magnetic perturbations for the first onset were observed at

Figure 4a. The same quantities as in Figure 2a observed from the THA, THD, and THE on February 4,
2008.
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FSIM and FSMI and the aurora breakup (not shown) is
found at ASI stations ATHA and TPAS at �08:22UT. The
second onset occurs later in the more duskward sector and
the strongest signatures were seen at the higher magnetic
latitude station INUV at �08:42UT.
[20] Figure 6 shows the observations from THD and THE

at X � �11 RE during the same time interval. Unfortunately
the other three probes were not located in the plasma sheet
near midnight. The two probes were nearly outside the
plasma sheet near these onsets due to the strong magnetic
field stretching for these onsets. A substantial pressure
reduction can be seen for the first onset. Although there is
a relatively short �10 min pressure increase associated with
the second onset, the small pressure reduction after that
increase lasts over an hour. The behavior of plasma pressure
for this event is quite similar to that for the events given by
Lyons et al. [2003b] in the region between X � �10 RE and
�13 RE, and also agrees with the statistical pressure study
of Yamaguchi et al. [2004] for strong substorms in the inner
plasma sheet. This suggests that the region of plasma
pressure reduction in the inner plasma sheet can extend
earthward to X � �11 RE, though this is not the case for
most substorm events.
[21] Comparing the pressure increase and pressure

decrease cases at X � �11 RE, we found that the aurora
breakup for the pressure increase events typically appears in
the poleward portion of ASI at GILL, FSMI or FSIM. On
the other hand, auroral breakup is observed within the field
of view of the more equatorward station TPAS for three of
the pressure decrease events. For the February 29, 2008
event, the breakup is initiated in the middle field of view at
TPAS and ATHA. The breakup location for the other three
pressure decrease events was not discernibly different from

that for the pressure increase events. These locations show a
trend for breakups to be more equatorward for the pressure
decrease events, though this conclusion should be regarded
as preliminary due to the limited number of identified
pressure decrease events. Given the recent observations that
auroral breakup typically occurs very near the inner edge of
electron precipitation from the electron plasma sheet [Zou et

Figure 4b. The same quantities as in Figure 4a observed from the THC on February 4, 2008.

Figure 5. The H component of the ground magnetometer
perturbation on February 29, 2008.
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al., 2009], a more equatorward aurora breakup would
indicate a more earthward penetration of the electron plasma
sheet. Since the plasma sheet ions penetrate closer to the
Earth than do plasma sheet electrons [Zou et al., 2009, and
references therein], it is reasonable that the ion plasma sheet
penetrates more earthward as well for the pressure decrease
events.
[22] Also, the ground magnetic H perturbation for

pressure decrease events along the Churchill Line extends
to much lower magnetic latitude stations (e.g., ISLL) than it

does for the pressure increase events. Since the ground
magnetic H perturbation indicates the overhead westward
electrojet, this electrojet must be located further equator-
ward for the pressure decrease events than for the pressure
increase events and thus might connect to a substorm
current wedge located more earthward, which might be
related to the plasma pressure reduction at X � �11 RE

after onset. To locate the center of the westward electrojet
more precisely, the Z component perturbations of ground
magnetometers from the Churchill Line of CARISMA

Figure 6. The same quantities as Figure 2a from THD and THE on February 29, 2008.
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magnetometer chain are investigated for the seven events in
during the three days discussed above. The Z component
perturbation from five selected stations between 60� and 75�
magnetic latitude are shown Figure 7 for January 29, 2008
(Figure 7 (left)), February 4, 2008 (Figure 7 (middle)) and
February 29, 2008 (Figure 7 (right)). The center of the
westward electrojet (change from positive to negative Z
perturbation with decrease latitude) can be identified as
between FCHU (68.70�) and GILL (66.20�) for the first
event on January 29, and between RANK (72.41�) and
FCHU (68.70�) for the other events on January 29 and
February 4. All these events showed pressure increase
earthward of X = �12 RE. However, the center of the
electrojet lies between GILL (66.20�) and ISLL (63.09�) for
the first event on February 29, 2008, for which a substantial
pressure decrease was seen at X � �11 RE, which is
substantially more equatorward than for the events associ-
ated with pressure increase. A clear signature for the second
event on February 29 is not seen along the Churchill Line.
[23] Figure 8 shows the estimated center of the westward

electrojet for all the events having observable signature
along the Churchill Line and having aurora breakup
observed at FSMI or FSIM, located 2 and 3 h to the west
of the Churchill Line, respectively, or within the western
portion of the GILL ASI field of view. The two events
discussed by Lyons et al. [2003b], where the plasma
pressure was found to decrease earthward of X = �12.8 RE

by including both high and low energy particles are also
included in Figure 8. The events are arranged by their
geomagnetic latitude (y axis) and MLT (x axis). The black
triangles, the red inverted triangles and the blue squares
identify our events with pressure increase, decrease and
fluctuating cases respectively. The magenta inverted
triangles represent the events given by Lyons et al.
[2003b]. Figure 8 shows a clear trend that the westward
electrojet tends to be located more equatorward for the
events with pressure decrease or pressure fluctuations than
for the events with pressure increase. Thus we propose that
associated with a more earthward penetration of the plasma
sheet, the inner edge of the current reduction region can
expand more earthward with the plasma pressure reduction
observed earthward of X = �12 RE, and the current

wedge connects to lower magnetic latitude regions in the
ionosphere.

4. Summary and Conclusions

[24] We have investigated the evolution of plasma sheet
pressure versus radial distance near midnight during the first
THEMIS tail season for 34 well-defined substorm events.
The equatorial plasma thermal pressure is estimated using
the in situ measurement of the plasma and magnetic
pressure.We find that, generally, substorm onset is associated
with an increase of plasma pressure in the radial distance
between �9 and 12 RE due to the particle energization
associated with magnetic dipolarization. A gradual
precursor pressure increase is often found several minutes
before the larger enhancement, which we suggest may be
associated with the gradual enhancement of the substorm

Figure 7. The Z component of ground perturbation on Churchill Line of the CARISMA magnetometer
chain observation on (left) January 29, 2008, (middle) February 4, 2008, and (right) February 29, 2008.

Figure 8. Estimated center of the westward electrojet
observed by ground magnetometer along Churchill Line for
our substorm events having aurora breakup observed at
FSMI or FSIM or western portion of GILL ASI (black
triangle, red triangle, and blue square) and two events given
by Lyons et al. [2003b] (magenta triangle).
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breakup arc that has been observed before the breakup
onset. Based on events for which we have simultaneous
observations at larger radial distances from the outer
THEMIS probes, it is found that the plasma pressure
between the radial distance of �16 and 29 RE decreases
at the same time when pressure increase is observed further
earthward. Magnetometer chain observations show that the
westward electrojet is centered at magnetic latitude higher
than 67� for the events showing a pressure increase at �9 to
12 RE radial distance. Based on these results, we propose
that generally the substorm current wedge associated with
pressure reduction expands tailward of 16 RE, and is
connected to a westward electrojet centered poleward of
67�. Based on the one-dimensional pressure balance
assumption, the inner edge of the current wedge lies
between �12 and �16 RE. However, it could be more
earthward since the inner plasma sheet pressure enhance-
ment does not necessarily indicate a current strengthening
earthward of 12 RE due to the nonstretched field geometry.
If the pressure increase-decrease boundary is indeed close to
the inner edge of the current reduction region, the boundary
could be connected to the equatorward boundary of
the breakup aurora in the ionosphere; however accurate
mapping is beyond the scope of this study. The evolution of
cross-tail current associated with plasma sheet plasma
pressure change under conditions when the tail approxima-
tion is not valid is also worth more detailed study.
[25] We find that for some substorm events, the plasma

pressure reduction region associated with the substorm
current wedge can extend earthward within the inner plasma
sheet to a radial distance of �11 RE. We find evidence that a
pressure reduction in this region is associated with a more
earthward plasma sheet inner edge than for the pressure
increase events, and that the corresponding center of the
westward electrojet can lie equatorward of �67� magnetic
latitude, which is more equatorward than for the pressure
increase events. We propose that more earthward expansion
of the pressure reduction region and the current wedge may
result from a more earthward penetration of the plasma
sheet, which is possibly due to enhanced earthward
convection during the substorm growth phase. More
observational study, including of more events, is needed
to more reliably and precisely determine the initiation
location and the evolution of the inner edge of the current
wedge and its relation to plasma sheet penetration and the
location of the substorm westward electrojet.
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